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INTRODUCTION

Under the terms of the letter of appointment between KLM
and the West Nally Group, West Nally is contracted to
provide a

nlli~ber

of services to the airline in order to

assist KLM to capitalise on its new link with FIFA and to
develop additional traffic through football and other
sports.
In this proposal, we put forward for consideration a
n~~ber

of projects designed to meet these requirements.

Once we get KLM's reaction to these projects, we will
develop those which the airline wishes to adopt into
detailed plans and budgets, ready for implementation,·
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The Servj.ces West Nally is contracted t"opr"ovi"de
a.

Conduct negotiations with FIFA on behalf of KL},;1.

b.

Presentation of KLM package to all Football

Asso~

ciations and maintain contact in this respect.
c.

Research all existing travpl arrangements in the
football field and effect a smooth

change~over

to

KLM usa.ge.

d.

Ensure KLM maintains position in football in as
many areas as possible.

e.

Gain maximum exposure for KLM in FIFAjCoca-Cola
prograrmnes.

f.

Total service on football information including
transmission of relevant data to KLM Head Office.

g.

Advice on further promotional opportunities) on
international and national bases, in other sports.
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Projects for consideration
Under the following chapter headings, we discuss
reco~~ended

projects in detail.

The headings are as follows:
1.

Using the FIFt..jKLM logo

2.

Travel trade incentives

3.

Movement of football teams on tours

4.

Promotional activities for World Cup ye-"r

5.

KLM Footballers' Club of Clubs

6.

PH/Promotional activity directed at

th~ t~avelling

public
7.

KLM presence at FIFA/Coca-Cola events and key

8.

Monthly football/sports bulletin for KLM Head Office
to distribute to KLM personnel aroutid the world

9.

Research project on existing football travel arrangements with conclusions for action for KLM

10. Development of relationship with Football
11

.L

•

Ass6~~ations

Diary of major football events, world-wide, prior
to each season

12. KLM FootbaLL Personality of the Year
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1.

Using the FIFA/KLM Logo
A FIFA/KLM logo has now been presented for approval,
linking the airline to the governing body of the
world's greatest sport.

The logo should be introduced as soon as possible into
a wide variety of materials and given exposure through
KU~ offices and travel agents.
It could be used on:
Letterheads
Envelopes
Circulars
Shov;cards
Posters
Sport s pa.ckages

Public relations materials and press releases
Luggage tags
Ties
Tie-pins
In-flight materials where applicable
Advertisements
Stadium banners

It is most important that this new logo goes through
the legal department of KUJ for registration and protection.
It goes without saying that all KLM offices around the
world will need copies of the logo for their own purposes.
Every and any opportunity must be taken to establish the
logo in both an airline and a football context.
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2.

Travel

T~~de

Incentives

Football is as popular among travel agents as it is
.a.'TIong any other representative group of people.
In order to motivate the travel trade to book KLM
wherever possible, and to use football as the source
of this motivation, we suggest a programme of activity
for travel agents.
This could have two aspects:
A straight=orward incentive to book KLM.

A trip to

Argentina with a ticket for a World Cup match would be
the top prize in each of ten key KLM markets.

West

Nally will provide ten tickets to World Cup final
matches and ten guaranteed hotel places at corresponding dates.
If runners-up prizes were

consider~d

necessary, gold and

silver World Cup medallions could provide secondary
awards.
The second aspect of this programme would be the issuing
of a new booklet called tlKLM and Football tl - or something
along these lines - explaining the new
KLMis services to football.

KL~/FIFA

link and

This would serve to make

agents aware of the airline's new initiative within sport
and the special advantages of using KLM for sports events
and the movement of teams.
This

progra~ne

could be combined with a launch reception

for travel agents in KLM

~ffices

or a nearby hotel.

The booklet could also be issued to Football Associations
after they have had initial meetings with KLM.
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3.

Movement of football teams on tours
KLM has already expressed an interest in increasing
their share of business generated by the movement of
professional and amateur football' teams.
This traffic is attractive - not merely because a team
.generally requires up to 25 tickets when touring, but
also because of the prestige and public relations
opportunities it provides the airline with.
West Nally will endeavour to provide as much advance
information on tours as we can discover.

However, it

must be pointed out that the majority o:f these tours
are arranged between the Clubs f management and specialist promoters.

Our contacts in this area are good,

but we can only pass onto KLM the information we have.
It is very important for KLM personnel in the field to
establish warm relations with their local football
a~sociation

and; where possible, key clubs, to augment

this information.

We will be discussing relationships

with football associations in a later chapter.

West

Nally will assist in all introductions through FIFA.
In order to take the initiative on attracting this
traffic: we would like to recommend the following action.
i

-'-

.

West Nally will compile a list of leading sports
travel agents authorised by UEFA and sports prOmoters
who engage in this type of fixture and hand this
information to KLM, if they do not already have it.
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2.

Together with KLM, we would like to examine the
factors which make an airline an attractive choice
price, convenient routing and other

se~vices

- for

this kind of business and see what extras the air~lne

could offer.

For instance, understanding of

the excess baggage requirements of a team on tour
is important - West Nally has experience of moving
tecL.'TIS and having long arguments

at airports. over

the unavoidable excess baggage - football kit, boots,
balls, etc.

Special check-in facilities are also

helpful.
After a meeting to discuss the factors and see how
KLIvI can offer a better service to teams than its
competitors,

the special

booklet/inform~

.ation ~ac~.'a~r~adymentionedon page 5,. could be
presented on a personal basis to football associations, leading clubs, youth organisations, sports
promoters and travel agents.
With regard to this suggestion ,~; we are aware of
national airlines who maintain very close liaison
with these specialist sports agents and, as a result,
secure considerable business.

Lufthansa in London

is a good example.
One of the reasons for Lufthansa's success is that
their sports representative is extremely active in
this field.

As one

well-kn~m

sports promotion

company said: "We get personal

service and under-

standing of our requirements".

Price is not always

the governing factor.
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4.

Promotional Opportunities for World Cup Year
As KLM is now associated with FIFA, we consider it is
important that FIFA:s greatest event - The World Cup
is the subject of KLM's promotional theme for 1978.
Such a programi11e would require that the World Cup theme
is reflected in KLM offices, in-flight and in

promo~

tional activities during 1978.
West Nally would be prepared to discuss a World Cup
package with KLM - combining stadium advertising at the
World Cup, use of mascot, symbol and legend, provision
of tickets and hotel places - in return for barter,
As Argentina's own carrier has automatic use of mascot
and symbol, it would be tactful if the rights granted
"

to KLM exclud.ed promotional use of the mascot and symbol
within Argentina, but otherwise we see no objection to
its promotional use in markets on all I{LM' s routes.
All kinds of additional refinements and activities could
then be built onto this basic KLMjWorld Cup link.

For

instance:
1.

In-flight use of World Cup regalia purchased from
offici.al licensees for give-aways.

2.

KLM "World Cup" in-flight menu for 1978, with a
colour plate showing great moments from past World
Cups on each page.

3.

Use of the FIFA/KLM logo on the stadium boards at
the World Cup, with resulting massive exposure in
over 140 countries.
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4.

World Cup badges for staff during 1978.

5.

World Cup medallions and gifts for

very VIP

passengers.

6.

Supporting activities for Holland's World Cup side,.
in conjunction

w~th

the Royal Dutch Football

Association.
Overall, we feel that the World Cup will provide KLM
with a strong promotional theme to get across its new
link with FIFA and would recommend that much of this
year's (1977's) effort goes into pianning and developing strong programmes for 1978.
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5.

KLM FootbalJers' Club of Clubs
This could be a club for professional, amateur and youth
football teams, supporters' clubs and sports centres,
providing packages linked to football matches and/or
tourist trips.
Its main purpose would be to provide member organisations
with reasonably priced travel.

The membership .fee would

be nominal and members would receive periodic information
on the tours and trips available.
Interest would be kept alive by the quality of the trips
on offer and by special devices such as the chance to
win tickets for key matches.
The club would also provide a vehicle for offering a
special quality of service, plus group rates, to touring
football sides.
The role of travel agents would have to be taken into
account, so that the KLM Football Club did not alienate
them,
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6 .

PR/Promot:Lonal Activi tyforthe Travelling Public
Sport is most peoples' favourite recreational activity.
In the task of link.ing KLM to the world of sport, public
relations activities of the normal kind, but directed
at the sports-minded traveller, must not be neglected.
For instance:

*

KLM's in-flight magazine should cover sport with a
regular sports column, if it does not already do so.
The

colu&~

material could be provided by West Nally's

own journalists, or outside writers on specialist
subjects.

In either event, we could arrange this

every month.

*

The magazine could also run competitions offering
tickets to key football matches as prizes.

*

Whenever a leading football/sports personality travels
on KLM, KLM's public relations department should conduct the usual photocalls at airports and press
conferences/issue of press releases.

*

Special football give-aways for children (boys) should
be produced with a football theme.

For instance, a

FIFA!KLM football shirt or T-shirt or an inflatable
child1s football with the FIFA/KLM logo.

*.

If KLM fly a leading team for a "friendly" match in
the Far East, Middle East or wherever, it would be
worth requesting/purchasing space inthe souvenir
programme for a i-page ad., i.e. "Ajax Amsterdam
flown to Indonesia by KLM" or whatever is applicable,
and supporting this by joint public relations efforts
together with the promoter.
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*

Special arrangements could be made at the time of
very key matches - such as the European Cup Final to have results displayed for passengers who have
just come off long-haul flights at Schipol airport.

*

West Nally could write and produce a public relations/
promotional football guide for KLM offices around
the world viith numerous ideas for on-the-ground
exploitation of the opportunities presented by football and other sports.

The support materials decided.

upon, bearing the FIFA/KhM logo, could also be
depicted in the Guide.
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7.

KLM Presence at FIFAjCoca-Cola events and key sporting
events
KLM is already in'vol ved in The Coca-Cola Company I s major
Workshop project, in Hong Kong, Amsterdam and Colombia.
In the future, KLM should consider having a presence
at FIFA tournaments, such as the World Cup and the World
Youth

Tournament~

major football matches, and at other

FIFA/Coca-Cola functions.
We would

recor.~end

that West Nally keeps KLM appraised

of suitable events - and that KLM assesses each
opportunity en its own merits.
KLM presence could be expressed in various waysdepending on-the occasion.
It could be a presentation,
senior executive presence, hospitality arrangements,
display stands or whatever is most valuable and suitable to the event concerned.
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8.

Monthly

Football/Sport~ Bulletin

If football/sports information is urgent, it will of
course be communicated to KLM's Head Office by telephone.

However, as a regular means of communicating football
infor~ation

of value to KLM, we would like to provide

a typed bulletin once a month, which can then be
distributed onwards from Amsterdam at the discT.etion
of KLM.

TQis could be passed over the course of the proposed
monthly meetings between West Nally and KLM.
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9.

Research Project
In order to assist KIJvI to increase its share of football
tour business and other sports related traffic, we would
like to conduct some research into existing travel
arrangements within football and, once this is complete,
draw conclusions for KLM to benefit froID.
This would be non-statistical research.

It would be

concerned with the movement of players, and officials
within football in selected countries, the agencies
most active in this field and the requirements they
have.

10.

Developrne~t

of

Relation~hip

With Football

Associati~ns

Creating close contact and goodvlill with FIFA ~ s 146
affiliated football associations is one of KLMfs main
objectives within this programme.
Probably the best way to achieve this, in the first
instance, is on a personal basis.

KLM c0 11 1d select

the markets where it particularly wants to make overtures to the local Football Association (these. will
obviously not necessarily be all 146).
West Nally and FIFA would then provide contacts and
introductions on an individual basis where required.
In the

i~Dediate£uture;

the United States Soccer

Federation are holding their annual
Francisco from

')-;

0..1.

congres~

in San

June to 4 July.

We would like to involve KLM in this congress, either
through a reception or introductory presentation

t

This

could be followed-up by a competition linked to football, with the young winners visiting Europe on KLM.
KLM involvement in this Congress should be discussed
urgently.

11.

Diary of Major Football Events
Prior to eacn season, West Nally's information services
would provide KLM with a full diary of major football
events around the world.

This could be more detailed

in those markets of particular interest to the airline concentrating on events where travel, of teams and
supporters, ,is required.
This information could then be passed on to KLM offices
via Head Office in Amsterdam and could also be ·used in
the in-flight

magazine if so required.

12.

KLM Football PersonaTityof "the Year
To highlight KLM's link with football, it might be
worth considering

3.11

award known as the 11KLM Football

Personality of the Year!!.
The selection process would have to be decided upon
and could involve FIFA.

The prizejs should include

a designated amount of free first-class travel on KLM
and should be presented in such a way as to give
maxim~~

publicity to the airline.

For instance, the

annom:icer.lent of -the first award could be timed to
take place at the World Cup in such a way as to
achieve

maxim~~

publicity - including reference in

the television/radio and press coverage of the World
Cup.

